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Note S1. Argo profile mixed-layer depth climatology16

For each Argo profile a climatological mixed-layer depth h, pertaining to the profile lo-17

cation in time-of-year and space, is estimated as the average of h measured by Nc = 10018

surrounding profiles, chosen to minimize the (temporal and spatial) cost function wij (Eq. 1)19

as described in the main text (section 2). The resulting Argo mixed-layer depth climatology20

h, if averaged over all SO profiles, slowly deepens from its minimum of ≈ 40 m in summer21

(January) to its maximum of ≈ 150 m in August, followed by a quick restratification through-22

out October and November (not shown). Maps of h, using the mapping method detailed in23

Note S2, are provided in Fig. 1d for late winter (ASO), in Fig. S2a for the summer season (Jan-24

uary February March, JFM) and in Fig. S2b for the annual-mean.25

This method allows characterization of the spatial and temporal scales resolved in the26

climatology h. Denoted δtclim and rclim, these are given, for each profile i, by the average27

distance in time of year δtij and space rij to the selected surrounding Nc = 100 profiles j28

(see Fig. S1 for a schematic). In the average over all SO profiles, rclim amounts to approx-29

imately 200 km, and δtclim to 13 days, with negligible seasonal variation (not shown). Fig. S2c-30

f provides maps of rclim (c & d) and δtclim (e & f), for summer (JFM) & late winter (ASO),31

using the same mapping method as in the h maps themselves. The spatial scale resolved in32

this profile-based climatology is rather uniform across the SO, varying between approximately33

100–300 km. The temporal scale decreases from about one month surrounding the Antarctic34

sea-ice edge, to less than two weeks in the SO subtropics, reflecting the latitudinal variation35

in Argo profile coverage. Both spatial and temporal scales feature little seasonal variation.36

Other methods of obtaining h for individual profiles have been examined, such as un-37

weighted averaging over numbers of profiles larger than the Nc = 100 chosen here, and av-38

eraging over all SO profiles weighted by their spatial and temporal distance, as given by wij .39

The overall results are not sensitive to the choice of method.40

The sensitivity of the resulting climatology h to the method of determining mixed-layer41

depth h in individual profiles is discussed in Note S3.42

Note S2. Argo data mapping method43

In this study Argo profile properties are mapped using profile cluster averaging, onto a44

1◦-by-1◦ grid, for the Argo covered region (i.e. only for grid boxes in which at least 1 Argo45

profile is collected during the analysis time span in the respective season). Specifically, for each46
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1◦-by-1◦grid box center m, the mapped value is the average over the Nmap qualifying pro-47

files j that are closest in terms of the mapping cost function48

wmj = exp

{
−

(
∆x2mj

L2
xm

+
∆y2mj

L2
ym

)}
. (S1)

In this, ∆xmj and ∆ymj are the profile to grid-box center distances in longitude and latitude,49

and their respective weight in the selection is determined by the ratio of Lxm
and Lym

, set50

here to 5◦ longitude and 2◦ latitude. The scales resolved in the resulting map can vary in space51

as function of data coverage (Fig. 1c, Fig. S3) and are quantified for each grid point by the52

mapping radius rmap, which gives the average distance from the grid-box center to the Nmap53

profiles entering the mapped value. Note that this method is overall similar to that used by Sallée54

et al. [2010] to map signals of interannual variability in mixed-layer depth.55

Mapping of all-profile properties In the mapping of Argo-profile properties Nmap is56

set to 200. Fig. S4a displays the corresponding mapping radius rmap when mapping annual-57

mean fields, i.e. including profiles collected throughout the year. It is below 200 km over the58

entire SO away from sea ice, continental shelves, plateaus and a spot of low profile density59

in the mid South Atlantic. Fig. S4 b & c display rmap underlying maps of seasonal summer60

& winter profile-based fields, which are obtained by including only profiles taken in summer61

(JFM) & in late winter (ASO). The latter, Fig. S4c, thus shows the spatial scales underlying62

the map of the winter mixed-layer depth climatology in Fig. 1d in the main text. Reflecting63

the reduced fractional-year profile density, the spatial scales underlying seasonal maps are larger,64

ranging between typically 100–800 km, with little systematic difference between the summer65

and winter season. White areas in these and all profile-based maps denote grid boxes outside66

the Argo-covered region, i.e. in which no Argo profiles are available during the season mapped.67

Mapping of eddy properties To map profile properties specific to eddy cores, only Argo68

profiles located within eddy cores are retained. The locations of such eddy-collocated profiles69

collected throughout the year are color-coded in Fig. 1c. Fig. S3 displays the locations of ed-70

dies themselves (top panels) and of the profiles located within their cores (lower panels, col-71

ored dots) for the summer and winter season only. Compared to all profiles, the data-density72

of eddy-only profiles is reduced by typically a factor 5 (cf. also Table 1). To account for this73

Nmap is reduced, but only by a factor 2, to 100 to preserve a sample sufficiently large for the74

mapping of systematic eddy properties. Figure S4d displays the corresponding mapping ra-75

dius rmap for eddy-core property maps in the late winter (ASO). These are the mapping scales76

underlying Fig. 5a. They are typically 500 km in the open SO, varying from about 300 km77
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to more than 1000 km, indicating a resolution that is, as expected, coarser than that of the all-78

profile winter map.79

To retain roughly similar scales in the maps of cyclonic or anticyclonic-only eddy core80

properties (e.g. Fig. 4) as in those of both-polarity eddy core properties (Fig. 5), Nmap is set81

to 50, i.e. to half the number used in the both-polarity eddy core maps, when mapping prop-82

erties only including profiles within the cores of either cyclonic or anticyclonic eddies. Fig-83

ure S4 e & f display the resulting rmap for cyclonic & anticyclonic eddy-core property maps84

(i.e. those underlying Fig. 4). Comparison to Fig. S4d confirms that similar spatial scales are85

captured in cyclonic, anticyclonic and both-polarity eddy property maps in this way.86

Whereas in the mapping of all profiles rmap are typically smaller than 700 km across87

the Argo-covered area, in the mapping of eddy-core properties (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5a) larger map-88

ping radii are encountered more frequently near the sea-ice edge and also in the region sur-89

rounding the Brazil-Malvinas confluence in the South Atlantic. To indicate reduced confidence90

where mapping scales are large in the mapping of eddy properties, eddy property maps (other91

than those of rmap itself in Fig. S4) are stippled by black crosses wherever the underlying map-92

ping radius exceeds a threshold, set to 700 km.93

Note S3. Additional description of statistics and robustness of results94

Statistics underlying composite eddy mixed-layer depth anomalies Eddy composite h′95

signals for energetic and quiescent regions anticyclones and cyclones are repeated from Fig. 4a,b,96

in Fig. S5a,b. Here, in addition to composite averages and confidence intervals, the h′ stan-97

dard deviations are indicated (dotted lines) for each ensemble. These reveal the overall pat-98

tern of a large h′ variability embedding composite-average eddy h′ signals of relatively small99

magnitude (cf. the all SO eddy h′ distribution in Fig. 2). The level of variability in h′, as mea-100

sured by the standard deviations, varies in a similar way as the average eddy signal. It is larger101

in energetic than in quiescent regions, larger in the winter time than in the summer time, and102

larger at the eddy centers than further away from the direct influence of eddy cores.103

As shown in Fig. S5c, the sample size underlying the composite h′ at the eddy centers104

is typically ≈ 500 in each of the four groups of eddies considered. The sample size increases105

to ≈ 5000 at the edge of eddy cores, and to more than 10000 in each radial bin outside the106

zone of direct eddy influence (>2.5 eddy radii). This increase in sample number roughly fol-107

lows that expected, under spatially uniform sampling, from the increasing area of the radial108
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rings moving outward from eddy centers (see dashed lines in Fig. S5c). Considering compos-109

ite h′ in eddy cores as function of season (Fig. S5b), the sample size, that is the number of110

associations of profiles to eddy core snapshots, lies between typically 200 and 500 in each month111

of the year and in each of the four groups of eddies considered (Fig. S5d, diamonds). Since112

eddy cores are occasionally sampled by more than one Argo profile, the number of unique sam-113

pled eddy snapshots is slightly smaller (Fig. S5d, crosses).114

Fig. S5e,f display the composite averages of profiles’ mixed-layer depth climatologies h,115

assessed in the same way and over the same samples as the profiles’ h′ composites (Fig. S5a,b).116

This reveals the overall deeper h in energetic compared to quiescent regions (at ≈ 100 m vs117

≈ 60 m in year-round observations), and the large seasonal cycle of SO h, spanning from 25118

m & 50 m in the summer time to 100 m & 180 m in the winter time in the average over all119

profiles associated with eddy-core snapshots in quiescent & energetic regions. In quiescent ed-120

dies and further out from the centers (> 1 eddy radius) of energetic eddies, composite aver-121

age climatologies are statistically the same over cyclones and anticyclones. In energetic eddy122

cores, however, and especially in the winter time, a difference in climatological mixed-layer123

depths remains between cyclones and anticyclones. This is at the origin of the discrepancy be-124

tween Fig. 8 and Fig. 4b, discussed in the main text. Unless there is a systematic geograph-125

ical difference in the locations of energetic regions’ cyclones and anticyclones, the difference126

in h composites reflects residuals of the eddy signal partitioned into h rather than into h′. The127

fact that the climatology contains a residual eddy signal in energetic regions suggests that here128

computed eddy-core h′ are somewhat underestimated (Fig. S5a).129

Sensitivity of results to the method of determining mixed-layer depth Results displayed130

in the main text are based on the widely-used density-threshold criterion [as of de Boyer Montégut131

et al., 2004]. Using the density-based mixed-layer depth detection algorithm developed by Holte132

and Talley [2009] yields overall shallower mixed-layer depths. Resulting mixed-layer depth133

climatologies in individual profiles are shallower by ≈ 5 m in the average over quiescent re-134

gions, by ≈ 10–15 m in energetic regions (Fig. S5e, open markers for density-algorithm vs135

filled markers for density-threshold h). These differences are found to be proportional to the136

average mixed-layer depth: they are small for the shallow SO summer mixed layer and more137

pronounced over the deeper winter mixed layers (Fig. S5f open vs filled markers).138

In terms of the eddy signal, density-algorithm mixed-layer depths yield overall smaller139

magnitude composite eddy h′, that is less deep composite h′ over anticyclones, and less shal-140
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low h′ over cyclones (Fig. S5a,b open vs filled markers). These differences are proportional141

to the magnitude of the eddy signal: they are very small (not visible in the Figure, smaller than142

1 m) over quiescent regions eddies, amount to ≈ 4 m in the centers of energetic cyclones, and143

to somewhat less than 10 m in the centers of energetic anticyclones (Fig. S5a, open vs filled144

markers). The seasonal cycle of these differences is also proportional to that of the magnitude145

of the composite eddy h′ signals (Fig. S5b, open vs filled markers).146

In this study eddy-induced h′ have been shown to increase in magnitude, not only with147

eddy amplitude, but also with the average climatological depth of the mixed layer: eddy per-148

turbations are large in magnitude in winter, small in summer, and larger over the overall deeper149

energetic-region mixed layers. Given this overall depth-dependance of eddy h′, the shallower150

climatological mixed layers determined by the density algorithm (Fig. S5e,f) may explain the151

smaller-magnitude eddy h′ obtained with density-algorithm compared to density-threshold h.152

Besides these slightly smaller magnitudes of the composite eddy h′ signals, the over-153

all conclusions of the paper, in terms of radial, geographical and seasonal variations of the eddy154

signal as well as its contribution to SO mixed-layer depth variability, are robust to the choice155

of method of determining mixed-layer depth, as least for the two different methods examined156

here.157
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Figure S1. Schematic of the analysis method. A weekly eddy snapshot, with eddy center x and eddy

radius re, propagating on its track (dashed arrow). The dark blue cross shows an Argo profile located at a dis-

tance to the eddy center given by δtsp in time, and rsp in space (and a normalized spatial distance to the eddy

center rsp
re

). For this profile, climatological properties are estimated as the average of properties measured by

surrounding Argo profiles (light blue crosses), with their average distance in space & time of year given by

rclim & δtclim.
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1

Figure S2. Argo profile mixed-layer depth climatology and its spatial and temporal scales. Top pan-

els map h (in m) for left summer (January February March, JFM), and right the annual mean (year-round)

– see Fig. 1d for the corresponding winter-time map. Middle panels map the spatial scales rclim (in km),

and lower panels the temporal scales δtclim (in days) resolved by this climatology, for left JFM, and right

late winter (August September October, ASO). The method used here to map individual profile h, rclim and

δtclim, is detailed in Suppl. Note S2.
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1

Figure S3. Further illustration of SO data coverage: by season. Top panels indicate locations of cy-

clonic & anticyclonic eddy occurrences (weekly snapshots), color-coded by eddy track origins as in Fig. 1a.

Lower panels indicate locations of Argo profiles, in small black markers if outside eddy cores, color-coded

if inside eddy cores. For, left summer months (January February March), and right late winter (August

September October). See Figure 1 for corresponding maps including all months of the year.
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1

Figure S4. Mapping radii rmap, in km, underlying profile-based maps as obtained via cluster-averaging

over Nmap qualifying profiles surrounding each 1◦-by-1◦grid box center for the Argo-covered regions (white

elsewhere): a, b, c including ALL profiles (Nmap =200) throughout the year, in JFM, and in ASO (as under-

lying Fig. 1d). d only profiles within eddy cores (E, Nmap =100), here for ASO (as underlying Fig. 5a). e &

f further stratified to profiles within only cyclonic (C) & anticyclonic (A) eddy cores (Nmap =50), in ASO (as

underlying Fig. 3).
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1Figure S5. caption on following page.191
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Figure S5. Supporting Information for Fig. 4: a,b as in Fig. 4a,b, that is eddy composite mixed-layer

depth anomalies h′, in a as a function of the radial distance to eddy snapshot centers, using year-round data,

and in b as a function of month of year, including all data within eddy cores. Additionally to the composite

averages (markers) and confidence intervals (thick vertical lines) also shown in Fig. 4, here standard devia-

tions (dotted lines) are displayed, and furthermore composite h′ are also evaluated using density-algorithm

(open markers) rather than density-threshold (filled markers) based mixed-layer depths. c,d display the sam-

ple number (diamonds) underlying the composites in a,b. Dashed lines in c indicate the increase in sample

size expected based on the increasing area of radial rings moving outward from eddy centers. Crosses in d

indicate the unique number of eddy snapshots sampled by Argo profiles, i.e. counting each snapshot only

once even if sampled by multiple profiles. e,f show corresponding composites, rather than of h′ as in a,b, of

profiles’ mixed-layer depth climatologies h. Otherwise as in a,b.
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